ENROLLMENT IN PSYCH 225
Enrollment in Psych 225 requires a 2.75 grade point average (GPA) between Intro Psych and
statistics (Psych 210, Stat 371, Soc 360, or Bus 303). Please read the categories below to
determine your eligibility to enroll in Psych 225.

PSYCH 225 AUTHORIZATION FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON NOVEMBER 4
FROM ROOM 228!

STUDENTS WHO HAVE COMPLETED INTRO PSYCH AND STATISTICS:

GROUP A
I have completed both Intro Psych and statistics here at UW and have not repeated either of
these courses and have met the GPA requirement. Can I enroll in Psych 225 during my assigned
enrollment time?

Yes. As long as the above criteria are met, you will be able to enroll during your assigned
enrollment time.

GROUP B
I have completed both Intro Psych and statistics here at UW but I had to re-take one of these
courses in order to meet the minimum GPA requirement. Can I enroll in Psych 225 during my assigned
enrollment time?

Yes. However, you must complete a Psych 225 authorization form prior to enrollment.
Forms can be picked up in Room 238.

GROUP C
I have completed both Intro Psych and statistics, but one or both were not taken at UW-Madison.
I have, however, met the GPA requirement. Can I enroll in Psych 225 during my assigned
enrollment time?

Yes. However, you must contact a Psychology advisor (advisor@psych.wisc.edu) about
your grade in your transferred course(s) so you will be eligible to register during your
enrollment time.

GROUP D
I have completed Intro Psych and/or statistics at a different school/college but I had to re-take
one of these courses in order to meet the minimum GPA requirement. Can I enroll in Psych
225 during my assigned enrollment time?

As long as you have met the GPA minimum, yes. However, you must complete a Psych
225 authorization form prior to enrollment. Forms can be picked up in Room 238.

GROUP E
I have completed both Intro Psych and statistics here at UW but I am CURRENTLY re-taking
one of these courses in order to meet the minimum GPA requirement. Can I enroll in
Psych 225 during my assigned enrollment time?
No. You will need to wait until you complete the course you are re-taking to demonstrate that you have obtained the minimum GPA requirement for Psych 225. Refer to the REGISTRATION RE-OPENING SCHEDULE BELOW FOR FALL.

Also, you must complete a Psych 225 authorization form prior to enrollment. Forms can be picked up in Room 238.

STUDENTS WHO HAVE COMPLETED INTRO PSYCH, WITH A CURRENT (Spring, 2015) ENROLLMENT IN STATISTICS

GROUP A
I have completed Intro Psych here at UW* (or received credit for Intro Psych through the AP or IB exam) and am currently enrolled in statistics. Can I enroll in Psych 225 during my assigned enrollment time?

a. If you earned an AB or better (or a score of a 5 on the AP Psych exam; 6 or better on the IB exam) and you have a CURRENT enrollment in statistics and wish to enroll in Psych 225 for the next semester, you will be able to register for Psych 225 during the regular enrollment time.

Scenario: It is the Fall term and Student A received an AB in intro psych and is currently enrolled in an acceptable statistics class. Her enrollment date for the Spring semester is November 11. Because she earned an AB or better in Intro Psych, she will be allowed to enroll in Psych 225 even though she has not yet completed statistics.

b. If you earned a B or lower in Intro Psych (4 on the AP Psych exam, 5 or lower on the IB exam) you will need to COMPLETE an acceptable stats class before you will be allowed to enroll in Psych 225. Refer to the REGISTRATION RE-OPENING SCHEDULE BELOW FOR SPRING ONLY.

Scenario: It is Fall, 2015 and Student B received a B in intro psych and is currently enrolled in an acceptable statistics class. For example, her enrollment date is also November 11, 2015. Because she did not earn an AB or better in Intro Psych, she will not be able to register for Psych 225 on her enrollment date. She will need to WAIT until she has completed statistics AND meet the 2.75 rule.

*IF YOU COMPLETED INTRO PSYCH AT ANOTHER COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY, YOU MUST CONTACT A PSYCHOLOGY ADVISOR (advisor@psych.wisc.edu) ABOUT YOUR GRADE SO YOU WILL BE ELIGIBLE TO REGISTER DURING YOUR ENROLLMENT TIME.

Useful information: Registration for Psych 225 will remain open until the Week 14 each semester. Because instructors do not complete final grades on the same day, we will close registration for Psych 225 and will reopen sections with available seats once final grades have been posted for all courses. Students will be given priority registration based on their credit standing (Students are classified by year according to the number of credits and grade points they
have earned: Freshman: less than 24 credits; Sophomore: at least 24 credits; Junior: at least 54 credits; Senior: at least 86 credits). In other words, Seniors will be allowed to enroll first, followed by Juniors, Sophomores, and Freshmen. Please refer to the schedule below.

**REGISTRATION RE-OPENING SCHEDULE FOR SPRING, 2016**
January 4: Senior standing at 8 AM
January 5: Seniors, Juniors at 8 AM
January 6: All students at 8 AM

**Psych 225 Authorization form (from Room 238):**

SPRING ENROLLMENT: You will need to complete a Psych 225 authorization form if you have repeated either Intro Psych, statistics, or Psych 225.

**Transferring in Intro Psych or statistics?** You MUST officially transfer in this course and notify an advisor (advisor@psych.wisc.edu) so we can complete the necessary steps to allow you to enroll in Psych 225.